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Abstract 
We prove that, under stated conditions, the algebraic approximants converge to the function being approximated. We 
also prove that the separation property convergence theorem of Baker et al. (1988) is sharp by proving a divergence 
theorem. In addition, we prove their "missing lemma". 
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1. Introduction and summary 
Not as much is known about the convergence properties of more general Hermite-Pad~ 
approximants a would be desirable to serve as a reliable background for their use in the analysis of 
functions which are known only by their series expansions. In this paper we aim, for integral 
approximants, to extend the generality of limits on convergence previously obtained [5] and to 
extend also the generality of known convergence theorems [4]. In addition, we will prove the 
"uniqueness of convergence" theorems for algebraic approximants corresponding to that for 
integral approximants [1]. 
For the convenience of the reader, let us now introduce both the integral and algebraic 
approximants, which are the special cases of Hermite-Pad6 approximants hat we will treat. In 
order to do so, we first introduce the corresponding polynomials. First suppose we are given 
a functional element, f(z), defined by a Maclaurin series. The algebraic polynomials of type 
(m_ 1, mo,..., mk), denoted (m_ 1, m) for short, are a set of polynomials Qj.m~(z) of degree at most mj. 
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Their coefficients are determined implicitly by the linear equations 
k 
Qj, r,,(z)[f(z)] j+ l = O(zS+l), (1.1) 
j= - i  
where s = M + m_ 1. We use the convention mj = - 1 to denote that Qj,,,~ =- 0, and we have defined 
k 
M = ~ (mj + 1) -1 .  (1.2) 
j=O 
The integral polynomials are determined in like manner by 
k 
Q-1 .... (z) + ~ Qj, m,(z)f~J)(z) = O(zS+l), (1.3) 
j=O 
where f~J)(z) denotes the j th  derivative of f(z)  with respect o z. The algebraic approximants are 
then determined from the algebraic polynomials as the solution of 
k 
Qj, m~(z)[y(z)] j+l = 0, where y(0) =f(0).  (1.4) 
j= - I  
They are denoted as ( m_ 1/m ). 
Likewise, the integral approximants are determined from the integral polynomials as the 
solution y(z), denoted by [m_ i/too;...;  mk] = [m_ 1/m], of 
k 
Q_,,,,_,(z) + Z QJ,~J(z)y~J)(z) = o, y~J)(o) =f~J)(0), j = 0 , . . . ,k  -1 ,  (1.5) 
j=O 
in the usual case. Baker and Graves-Morris [3, 6-1 discuss the unusual case, the uniqueness of these 
definitions and the existence of non-trivial sequences. Modifications to the boundary conditions in 
(1.4) may be necessary in unusual cases, but we will not discuss it here [10-1. 
Baker and Lubinsky I-7] have given a rather thorough treatment of horizontal sequences of 
integral and algebraic approximants to meromorphic functions. Baker and Graves-Morris 1-4-1 
have treated in detail sequences of approximants of the types 1-L/M; 1] with M fixed as L ~ ~ in 
a model case, and also [L/M; 1; 2]. In a model with a confluent singularity, they give information 
on the behavior on the circle of convergence in their special cases that is more detailed than we will 
attempt in our more general setting. In order to make further progress beyond these results, we 
have found it useful to introduce some of the concepts of Baker et al. 1-8-1 for multi-valued functions. 
The first one which is useful here is that of the local monodromic dimension. Given a Maclaurin 
series representing f(z)  which converges in a neighborhood of the origin and a disk 
= {zl Izl ~< R}, they say that f(z)  has local monodromic dimension k if analytic continuation of 
f(z)  along all paths in ~ generates exactly k linearly independent coverings of 9 .  If f(z)  has local 
monodromic dimension k and n < ~ singular points (assumed to be of finite order) aj 
(j = 1,... ,  n), which are assumed to be of finite order (in the sense that 
f ' (z) Kj 
f(z)  <<" Iz - aj I --------~' j = 1, 2,..., n 
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holds in some neighborhood of each aj for some constants Kj and r~), in the interior of 9,  they 
prove that 
pj(z) ftJ)(z) = O. 
j=o  
(1.6) 
where Pk (7,) is a polynomial and the pj(z) are all analytic in 9.  If we choose from all sets of p's which 
satisfy (1.6) one for which pk(z) is of minimal degree it is easy to prove, using the method given in 
[3], that Pk (z) is unique up to a constant factor. We call this property "essential uniqueness". Baker 
et al. [8] show that all the other pj(z) are uniquely determined once pk(Z) is fixed. Another 
important concept hat they introduced is the separation property with respect to a domain, such 
as a disk 9= {zllzl ~<R}. If a function f(z), possibly multi-valued, can be written as 
f(z) = j] (z) + fo (z) where fo (z) is analytic for all z ~ 9 and every continuation of f/(z) is analytic for 
all z in the finite complex plane outside of 9,  then f(z) has the separation property with respect o 9. 
A differential multiplier of type ( -  1, m) for f(z) is a set of polynomials Pj, m~(z) such that 
k 
Pj, m~(z)f~J)(z) (1.7) 
j=O 
is analytic in the disk ~. If f(z) has local monodromic dimension k, in disk ~, a finite number of 
singular points of finite order in the interior of ~ and the separation property with respect o 9,  
Baker et al. prove that, for appropriate m, there exists an essentially unique differential multiplier of 
type ( -1 ,  m) to f(z). They obtain polynomials Pj, m,(Z) for which 
k 
q~(z) + • Pj,.,~(z)ftJ)(z) = O, (1.8) 
j=O 
where tp(z) is analytic in ~. They then prove that Qj, m~(Z), j = 0, ..., k, defined by (1.3) converge to 
the essentially unique differential multiplier and state the result that the integral approximant 
[L/m] converges to f(z) on compact subsets of @ excluding the singular points of f(z). Unfortu- 
nately, their proof, as given, is incomplete as they did not prove that I Q-1 .... (z) l stays bounded in 
as m_ 1 ~ ~.  We will supply the necessary lemma in Section 2. 
In addition to the above-mentioned limit, we prove in Section 2 a complementary divergence 
theorem to show how sharp the convergence theorem of Baker et al. [8] is. Finally, in Section 3 we 
fill in a gap in the literature by proving that the algebraic approximants converge to the function 
being approximated under stated conditions, verifiable directly from the algebraic polynomials 
which are needed to solve (1.4). 
2. Horizontal sequence of integral approximants 
In this section we will broaden our knowledge of the regions of convergence of sequences of 
integral approximants for which m_ 1 ---' oo and all the m j, j = 0, ..., k, are fixed and finite. First we 
give the "missing" lemma of Baker et al. [8]. Note that they have proven that the conditions of the 
following lemma imply the existence of an essentially unique differential multiplier. 
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Lemma 1. Let f(z) be of local monodromic dimension k, have n singularities (all of jinite order) and 
possess the separability property in and with respect to disk $3 = {z 1 IzI < R). If (- 1, m) is the type 
of the essentially unique diflerential multiplier, then the seauence Q _ l,L (z) of type (L, m) is uniformly 
bounded in 9 as L --t CO, and it converges to q(z). 




L+l a*. fi”i,_m, 1 . . . I fFil **’ fP!l-m, 
I I 
I . . I : .*. : 
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f (0) L+M *.* '(0) f I L+M--mo ‘.. 
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we can I *ed uce (2.1) to t 
; Cf 
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Jumn operations involving the coefficients of the differential multiplier, 






where pm, is the coefficient of z”” in the essentially unique differential multiplier polynomial Pk.,,,(z). 
If we normalize Q _l,L (z) by dividing by the determinant of the matrix U formed by deleting the last 
row and column in (2.1) (which makes Qk,,,,(z) a manic polynomial), then by standard results on 
matrix theory, 
Q-~,L(z) =fTU-'q + 5 CpjZj, (2.3) 
j=O 
where 
f= = ( i f;"'zI...'j~of;"',.zj,..., i f~'zj,...,i~~~f~~,zj), 
j=O j=O 
(P=  (CPL + 1 -m,, * * * 9 (PL + M - ,). (2.4) 
Now we know by Cauchy’s inequalities that 1 Cpj 1 d K/R’ so we can turn our attention to fT U- I. 
We can expand 
L 
fTU-1 = c zjfiu-l, (2.5) 
j=O 
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where 
= (f~o), -.. ,, , -  mo,f!O) ... ,f~k), ... ,f~k_) ,,, ) (2.6) 
and f~t) = 0 ifi < 0. Now I/jl is the order of r;  j, where rl = lall and al is the nearest singularity to 
the origin. If the singularity at a~ cannot be separated from the other n - 1 singularities (in the sense 
of the separation property previously defined), then in the limit as L ---, ~ we can solve for all 
M polynomial coefficients from the details of the behavior at z --~ al via the expansion due to 
Darboux [9], as follows. If 
f(z)  = A(z)(z - al) ~1 + B(z), 
A(z) = ~ Aj(z - al) j, (2.7) 
j=0 
with A(z) and B(z) regular at z = a~, the leading orders for large n in the expansion of f(z)  are got 
by the expansion of 
f ,  ~ ~. Aj Ya n "31- a,  + O(a~") (2.8) 
in powers of n-1, because 
for large n. The rest of the properties, uch as exact representations at the other singular points, will 
be automatically built in. This analysis also holds if al is a confluent singular point, although the 
details are more tedious. In the case under discussion, we estimate that 
U-1 = o(gfixed power l  L) 
and so we get from (2.3) and (2.5) that 
[ Q -1,L(Z)[ = O [[constant + I z/RI L] r~ L n~ed power R-L]  + constant 
= O IL  fi~ea p°wer[Iz/RIL + (rl/R)L]] + constant, (2.9) 
which shows that the Q -1,L(Z) are uniformly bounded in ~ as L ---, ~ .  The other case which needs 
to be considered in detail is the one where all the n singular points are separate from each other and 
are ordered in distance from the origin. Consider the reduced problem in a smaller disk which 
excludes a.. In this case there is necessarily an essentially unique differential multiplier of a type 
< m (meaning the gi ~< mt for all i, and at least one component #j < m j). In particular,/tk <mk 
because the J](z) for the reduced (n - 1 singularities) problem is not singular at z = a. and therefore 
the appropriate, ssentially unique, differential multiplier does not vanish there as it does for the 
full, n singularity, problem. If ~, represents the series contribution from the nth singularity, then 
Uy = ¢ + ~, (2.10) 
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where y is the vector of coefficients for the differential multiplier for the reduced problem. The 
corresponding Q_~ r.(z) for the reduced problem is given by 
L 
Q_,,L(z) - Z (q~J + ~J) zj =fTu-1(q ~ + 0) 
j=O 
j=O 
by (2.5), (2.10) and the definition of U. The last equality comes from the action of the differential 
multiplier on the sum in fT. This result shows that fTu -  1 is independent of the contributions 
from the first n -1  singularities, o in this case we get for the full problem 
Q_l,L(z) = O constant + r.  ~ R -L 
= O (zfixed p°wer ( [R  ]L-~-I R L ) )  + constant (2.12) 
which again leaves the Q-1,L(Z) uniformly bounded for all z in ~ as L ~ ~. There are all sorts of 
special cases, but they end up in the same way as these cases, that is the uncancelled part of j~ is 
balanced against he magnitude of U-1 leaving the z j and the R-L from the q~L term to force the 
vanishing of the large L contributions. 
Finally, the convergence of the series expansion for Q-1,L(Z) over the disk Izl < ½rl, plus the 
uniform boundedness just established, plus Vitali's convergence ontinuation theorem, show that 
Q_I,L(z) , tp(z) in ~. [] 
L~oo 
The other side of the question is whether the region of convergence an be generalized beyond 
that given by in [8]. We give the following divergence theorem which is an extension of the results 
of Baker and Graves-Morris [5]. It shows that the occurrence ofa nonseparable singularity sets the 
limit of the usefulness of horizontal sequences. 
Theorem 2. Let f(z) have local monodromy dimension k in disk ~ = {z [ Jz[ ~ R} and n singularities 
a i of finite order in the interior of ~. Suppose that at least one singularity av in ~ is nonseparable. 
Then there exists at least a convergent subsequence of differential multipliers. Any sequence of [L/m] 
integral approximants with fixed m (order k) which converges in the neighborhood of z = O, diverges 
for any Izl > la~l in ~. 
Proof. Let us normalize the Qj.,,j(z),j = 0, ..., k, such that the largest coefficient in absolute value of 
any of these polynomials i exactly equal to unity. Thus each coefficient lies in the closed unit disk. 
By standard compactness arguments here must exist a subsequence 2 of the L's such that every 
coefficient converges. Call these limiting polynomials Q*mj(z), j = 0,..., k. By the disk monodromy 
theorem of Baker et al. [8] and their remark immediately following it, there exists an essentially 
unique differential multiplier for this problem. Since one of the singularities av is nonseparable, then 
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at least one of the p~(z) of (1.6) is not a polynomial and this sequence cannot converge to the 
differential multiplier. Therefore, 
k k 
lim ~ Qj,,.~(z)f(S)(z)= ~ Q*,.~(z)f(J)(z)= 9(z) (2.13) 
2--*~ j=O j=0  
is not analytic in 9 .  In particular, it must be that the point z = a~ is a singularity of 9(z) and so the 
M aclaurin series for #(z) must diverge for [zl > l a~ I. Since the coefficients of Q _1,~ (z) converge to 
those of #(z), the Q_l,~(z) cannot converge to a function analytic in any disk Iz[ < la~l + r, r > 0, 
and by their polynomial character their limit must diverge outside of I z l ~< [a~ I- This divergence, by 
the integration of (1.5), is sufficient o cause the divergence of the approximants [L/m ] for I zl > l a~ I
as 2 ~ ~.  But this result is true for any sequence 2 for which the Qj,~(z) converges. Thus we have 
proven the theorem. [] 
Theorem 3. Let f (z) have local monodrom y dimension k in disk 9 = {z Ilzl ~ R} and have n singular- 
ities a s of finite order in the interior of 9. Consider any sequence [m _l,a/m~] such that, for some one 
value of j = O, the parameter mo, ~ is less than the degree of the essentially unique differential multiplier 
for f(z) in 9. The other m j, ~ may 9o to infinity, and ms, a +1 >~ mj,~ for j # O. Then the sequence 
possesses a convergent subsequence. For any such convergent subsequence, the error must diverge 
somewhere in 9. 
Proof. Let us express 
mj 
Qj, mk, (z) = E 
i=0  
and normalize the Qj,,,j,~(z) such that 
max -~ qo, i .~,i=O,.. . ,mo, ~ qs . i ,~ , J=- l , . . . , k , j¢O =1.  (2.14) 
i=0  
Since the number of coefficients is denumerable and ms, x+ 1 >i mj.a we may, by compactness 
arguments, elect a subsequence for which all the coefficients of the Q's converge, and if an infinite 
series results, it must converge in I zl < ½R. It also cannot vanish everywhere in 9 because of the 
normalization condition. The normalization condition implies by the maximum modulus theorem 
that the resultant Q's are bounded in compact subsets of Izl < ½R, z ¢ {as}. Since all the Q's and 
f(z) are analytic and bounded inside Izl < ½1all, the resultant forms are analytic in that disk. 
However, since the differential multiplier is essentially unique and the form of the sequence cannot 
match it by hypothesis, the sequence limit 
lim 2 QJ, m,.,(z)f(J)(z) + Q-1,L,(z) = g(z) (2.15) 
it-'* Qo j= l  
cannot be analytic in all of 9 and so some of the Q's are forced to diverge somewhere together with 
the corresponding integral approximants. Although {a~} may be singular points for all finite 2, 
some of these singularities may be removable by continuity in the limit. Note is made that the 
defect in degree cannot be cured by division to remove one factor from the differential multiplier 
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Po(z) and so escape the degree restriction. Because we had a minimal multiplier to begin with, it 
must be that all the factors of Po (z) vanish in C. Let A be the maximum absolute value of the zeros 
of Po(z). Then the division forces at least one of the integral polynomials to diverge for Izl > A 
in 9.  [] 
3. Uniqueness of convergence of algebraic approximants 
Curiously enough, so far as we are aware, no one has yet proven a theorem giving algebraic 
polynomial-based conditions for insuring the uniqueness of convergence of the algebraic approxi- 
mants corresponding to the uniqueness of convergence theorem for integral approximants [1]. 
Baker and Lubinsky [7] have given a result for meromorphic functions, but it depended explicitly 
on the solution in one of its conditions. We give now a more general theorem for which the 
conditions depend explicitly only on the algebraic polynomials. 
Theorem 4. I f  there exists a sequence of algebraic approximants ya of type m~ to a functional 
element defined by a convergent Maclaurin series where the degree of contact s --* ~ with 2 such that 
(i) in a region ~1, which contains the origin as an interior point, and is possibly multiply connected, the 
quantities 
r Qj,,.~(z) , j=  -1 ,O, . . . ,k  -1 ,  (3.1) 
are uniformly bounded in ~t, and (ii) the (2k + 1) x (2k + 1) Sylvester esultant 
A1 = det 
Qk Qk- 1 "'" Q1 Qo Q- 1 0 ... 0 
0 Qk "'" Q2 Q1 Qo Q-1 ... o 
0 0 "'" Qk Qk- 1 Qk- 2 Ok- 3 "'" Q- 1 
(k + 1)Qk kQk-1 ... 2Q1 Qo 0 0 ... 0 
0 (k + 1)QR ... 3Q2 2QI Qo 0 ... 0 
0 0 ... 4Qa 3Q2 2Q1 Qo ... 0 
: : " . .  : : : : " . .  : 
0 0 ... 0 (k+l )Qk  kQk-i  (k -1 )Qk-2  ... Qo 
(3.2) 
is uniformly bounded away from zero in ~l, then the sequence converges to the complete analytic 
function defined by the original Maclaurin series in the interior of  ~l. 
Proof. The absolute value of any root of any monic polynomial (x k ÷ 1 + Ax k q_ ... -b W), whose 
coefficients are bounded in absolute value by M, can be bounded by a finite h4r(M, k). Thus the 
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uniform boundedness condition in the theorem is sufficient o assure that the algebraic approxi- 
mants are all uniformly bounded in ~ as 2 --. oo. If we differentiate he defining equation (1.4) of the 
approximant, we get 
(j + 1)Qj,.,~(z)y~(z) j dyz(z) j=o dz j=-l• Qj,,.~(z)[ya(z)] j+l (3.3) 
By the standard theory of differential equations, as long as the coefficient of dya(z)/dz does not 
vanish, the integration of this equation leads to a regular function Ya (z). In order for that coefficient 
to vanish for ya(z) a solution of the approximant defining equation (1.4), it is a classical result that 
the Sylvester resultant Ax must vanish, but by hypothesis t does not vanish for z e ~ and for all 2. 
Hence ya(z) is regular in ~ for all 2. Since the origin is an interior point of ~,  there exists a disk 
Izl < R1 in which all the Ya are regular. Using uniform boundedness and the fact that there exists 
a 20 such that for all 2 > 20 the Maclaurin series for each Ya agrees with that of the original 
Maclaurin series to any desired egree of accuracy [2], it is easy to show that limA-, oo Ya (z) = f(z) in 
Izl < ½Rx. By Vitali's convergence ontinuation theorem we conclude that 
lim ya(z)=f(z) (3.4) 
a'-* oo 
in the interior of ~. [] 
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